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Welcome to our first edition of IEA Nius for
2015. In this Issue No: 187, I would like to
take this opportunity to welcome all staff
and students to the 2015 school year.
I hope you had a refreshing Christmas and
New Year vacation and are ready for
another busy and challenging year.
A special warm welcome to those joining
IEA for the first time this year as well as
those continuing staff who will be taking
on new responsibilities this year.
I extend a special welcome to the new
Principals, Teachers and staff both in
schools and the IEA Office joining us from
within Papua New Guinea and abroad.
I hope that you are looking forward to
working with the IEA. We hope it will be a
rewarding experience for you.
I look forward to meeting you personally
and working with you to advance the vision and mission of IEA.
Joe Williams Lalie
Executive Director

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION AGENCY OF PNG LTD

HEAD OFFICE LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
HUNTER ST AND ELA BEACH RD, DOWNTOWN, PORT MORESBY
PO BOX 6974, BOROKO, NCD.
PHONE: 321 4720 FAX: 321 4668

OUR GOAL
To develop connected, life-long learners
OUR MISSION
The International Education Agency
of Papua New Guinea provides a high
standard of private education meeting
individual needs in caring learning
environments.
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Important Messages

message FROM the

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

OUR GOAL
To develop connected,
life-long learners

1. IEA Office Management 2015
There are two main directorates in the IEA Head
Office.
These are;
• Education Services headed by Suzanne Savage
(Director of Education)
The directorate consists of CPD, Schools, TAFE
and ICT (formerly Edutech). Les Roai will be assisting Suzanne as the Principal consultant and
person in charge of Governance in schools.
• Corporate Services to be headed by the new
Director Corporate Services.
The Directorate consists of Finance, Properties,
NHATU, Security, Human Resources & Payroll and
Office Administration.
The newly appointed director is yet to take up
office therefore, Karaho Asimi (Corporate Services Manager) will be responsible until the director commences and he will be assisted by Isuri
Kularatne, our new Financial Controller.
2. 2015 IEA Corporate Calendar
You should all have received the 2015 IEA Corporate Calendar by now. Publication was delayed to
the start of this year due to the late release of the
NDOE Exam dates 2015.

3. Pay in July 2015

I would like to remind everyone that wages paid
in the July school holidays will be two pays. However, please note, they will be paid in the first
week of the Term 2 holidays. By that time teachers will be on holidays. I hope with current technology, accessing your pay will not be an issue
when you are away from your current location.
Please let your Principal know if you think you
will have a problem with this before you go on
holidays in July.

4. Principals meeting

Principals’ meeting this year will be in Week 4
Term 1. The 2015 IEA Calendar did not highlight
the meeting however, please take note of the
date.

5.Laptops

Laptops will be delivered to all Port Moresby
Schools this week as soon as the bag packs are
ready. Delivery to schools outside of Port Moresby will also be within this week.

The laptops will come with IEA backpacks as a
carry bag making it safer and more comfortable
for our teachers when moving around. I hope the
early delivery of the laptops is appreciated and
care for the laptops is taken at all times.

6.Uniforms 2015

Schools are asked to fill in the necessary teachers’
requirements (shirt sizes and polo shirt colour)
and have the information delivered to Karaho
Asimi by Friday 6th February. Some minor changes will have to be made to the shirts from feedback we have received here at the IEA from last
year’s batch. If you have further feedback please
do inform us.

7. School Fee Policy

Principals are requested to continue to implement this policy. It is important we keep to policy
on this. Contact me if you have any questions or
require further clarification.

8.IEA Nius will feature much this year. Please
make use of the Nius to share your school activities and achievements with the rest of the IEA.
We are also looking at ways to further share our
successes with the rest of the country through
other initiatives.

9. Enrolment Figures are to be sent to Suzanne

at the end of Weeks 1 and 2 via email. At the end
of Week 3, please enter the figures onto the intranet. If you have any difficulty doing this, email
the numbers to Debbie Geno at the CPD and she
will put them on for you.
As always, there will be many exciting new and
continuing activities taking place within our organisation this year. Our efforts this year must be
focussed on improving the way we do things and
being prepared for an increasingly exciting year.
I look forward to your continued cooperation and
support this year 2015.
Joe Williams Lalie
Executive Director

IMPORTANT DATES THIS TERM
09 February............ EoE Loans open
16-20 February....... Principals Budget Review
20 February............ Senior Executive Meeting
23-27 February....... Principals Budget Review
02 March................Teacher Rep Meeting
06 March............... School Boards Chairman’s Mting
11 March............... Deputy Principals Meeting
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19 March................Senior Executive Meeting
25 March................Finance & Capital Works Committee
		
Meeting
27 March................IEA Nius Issue No: 188
30 March................Laptop Returns
01 April...................End of Term 1 / Board Meeting
03 April/06 April.....Easter Friday / Easter Monday
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CPD welcomes Julie back!

a new principal

It is wonderful to be back in PNG with my colleagues in the CPD, after
my 7 month absence. I will be visiting a number of schools this term
and look forward to seeing you all again.
I have completed treatment, recovered well and have been given an
excellent prognosis. I am now getting used to my new enforced hairstyle which I have found is well suited to the climate here.
Thank you to all who sent emails and messages via
the CPD staff. Your prayers and support certainly
helped my recovery.
Julie McLean
___________________________________________

BRENDA THOMSON

Regular Breast Checks Tips

PRINCIPAL - BOROKO EAST
G’day from a transplanted Scottish lass who went to Australia when she was eight years old. Despite being “really
Aussie” my Scottish brogue ensures I don’t forget my celtic
roots. Denny who has accompanied me and originally from
the British territory of St Kitts, was given a warm welcome
to PNG when he was beckoned over to the immigration line
for citizens!!

Ladies it is so important that we do regular breast checks (once a
month). Most lumps found are benign but if the lump is cancerous
good recovery can be made as long as the lump is found early. The
earlier the lump is found the less likely it has grown and spread to
lymph nodes and then other areas of the body. Ignoring the lump can
be deadly. Doctors can do breast checks but the responsibility lies
with us. Below is how you can self-examine your breasts.

After ten years in the Gulf region, I am enjoying the milder
climate and all the rain. In 2004 when I first arrived in the
UAE there had been no rain for nine months. A thirty minute downpour was the catalyst for students sitting in their
cars, turning on windscreen wipers and doing wheelies in
the car park due to the novelty of the rain. So the contrast
from sand, abayas and camels to lush vegetation, mosquitoes and bright multi-coloured dresses is embraced.

TOUCH

LOOK

CHECK

No one knows your body better than you and everyone will have
their own way of touching and looking for changes – there’s no special technique and you don’t need any training. It’s good to get into
the habit of doing this regularly – maybe when you’re in the bath or
shower, or while getting dressed in the morning.
How should a breast self-exam be performed?

Having visited 57 countries, Papua New Guinea is 58 and
will be the springboard for exploring neighbouring pacific
countries and islands. I am particularly keen to visit the
provinces of the teachers and staff of my workplace and
capture or gain insight into the most diverse culture remaining on our small planet.

In the Shower
Using the pads of your fingers, move around your entire breast in a
circular pattern moving from the outside to the center, checking the
entire breast and armpit area. Check both breasts each month feeling
for any lump, thickening, or hardened knot. Notice any changes and
get lumps evaluated by your healthcare provider.

As Principal of Boroko East, I am fortunate to have over 600
children from three to seven years old surrounded by the
most talented, creative and passionate team in Port Moresby. Yes early days, a honeymoon period, but I have no doubt
I will be singing their praises until my departure.

In Front of a Mirror
Visually inspect your breasts with your arms at your sides. Next, raise
your arms high overhead.
Look for any changes in the contour, any swelling, or dimpling of the
skin, or changes in the nipples. Next, rest your palms on your hips
and press firmly to flex your chest muscles. Left and right breasts will
not exactly match—few women’s breasts do, so look for any dimpling, puckering, or changes, particularly on one side.

So I am a techie and a traveller, having built XT computers in
the 90’s. Denny is the one you will see walking the POMIS
estate looking under each nook and cranny delighting in the
Garden of Eden that is now our home.

Lying Down
When lying down, the breast tissue spreads out evenly along the
chest wall. Place a pillow under your right shoulder and your right
arm behind your head. Using your left hand, move the pads of your
fingers around your right breast gently in small circular motions covering the entire breast area and armpit.
Use light, medium, and firm pressure. Squeeze the nipple; check for
discharge and lumps. Repeat these steps for your left breast.
• Is anything unusual? If so, get it checked out by your doctor as soon
as possible.
National Breast Cancer Foundation.

TIPS with one of their Team Building activities.
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MATHS TOKTOK 			

Mathematics Curriculum 2015

Since the release of the Consultation Draft of the Mathematics Curriculum mid-2014, CPD have been working with a number of schools to implement
and evaluate the curriculum. Following feedback from teachers, the final version will be released at the Principal’s meeting in Week 4 of this term.
The key amendments to the curriculum concern the terminology used; these are summarized in the table below:

Consultation Draft 2014 			Mathematics Curriculum 2015
Terms used:
				Terms used:
Content Description				
Content Elaboration				
Working Mathematically				
In response to the feedback received from teachers, the final version of the curriculum includes
a copy of a medium term planning format. Samples of completed medium term plans for Term
1 for each curriculum level will be available on
the IEA MathsWeb from the end of next week.

Level Outcome
Outcome Elaboration
Thinking Mathematically

is to support teachers in using the curriculum
documents to develop short term planning documents. The units include daily lesson plans produced as Word documents to allow teachers to
easily adapt them to meet the individual needs
of students in their class; resources to support
the teaching of the unit; assessment tasks and
tracking sheets. Further units will be released to
support the planning and teaching of the Mathematics curriculum throughout the year.

Samples of Curriculum Units were released to
schools this week, copies can also be located on
the IEA MathsWeb. The purpose of these units

Many thanks to all those schools who have been
working with CPD over the last three years in
an effort to improve the quality of teaching and
learning in Mathematics, your participation in
Professional Development sessions has proven
invaluable in developing a curriculum relevant
to students attending IEA schools within the cultural diversity of PNG.

Getting students’ heads – and hands – around maths concepts

The IEA approach to teaching mathematics promotes the use of concrete materials to assist
students in learning mathematics with understanding. The use of concrete materials plays an
important role in helping students make sense
of abstract ideas; there is no substitute for firsthand concrete experiences. Concrete materials
provide students with models with which they
can interact and help them form mental models (or help them to visualise) which they can
then connect with more abstract symbolic representations. Concrete materials make mathematics learning more engaging and interesting
as they involve students as active learners.
The use of concrete materials should not be
restricted to lower primary students. Bruner,
Dienes and Piaget (child-centred psychologists
of the 1960s) all expressed the view that concrete practical experience is appropriate for all
students, whatever their stage of development.
Piaget believed that children acquire formal operational thinking between the ages of 12 and
15, meaning that they had developed the abili-

ty to reason hypothetically and independently.
Many people have interpreted this as meaning
that children have no need for concrete experience at this stage but this is not true. Piaget saw
formal operational thinking as being the ability
to ‘reason hypothetically and independently
on concrete states of affairs’ and the ability to
reason hypothetically about abstract objects occurred at a much higher level.
For further advice on the purchase of essential
resources to support student learning in mathematics, or for assistance on producing your own
key maths resources, contact Ursula at CPD:
uyimaye@iea.ac.pg

Maths Matters!
Planning and teaching the new mathematics curriculum will
raise many questions. The CPD maths team will aim to provide
answers to these key questions through our regular feature
Maths Matters! Teachers will be able to read Maths Matters! by
visiting the IEA MathsWeb.
A frequently asked question by primary teachers:

How much time should I allocate to the
teaching of the Number strand? How much
time should I spend teaching the other
curriculum strands?
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Answer: Refer to Section 4 of the curriculum – Planning. The Year Overviews for
each level map the units for each curriculum
strand over the four terms. Approximate
time guidelines are noted on the overviews.
Further details of the level outcomes to be
taught in each unit can be found in the Term
Overviews.
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Cyber Safety Pasifika gets
top marks at POMIS/TEMIS.

‘I am woman, what does the internet mean for me?’

Prize winners - POMIS – 1st Daniel GRAMMON, 2nd Nevielly Mare (3rd prize winner
Megan Wilson - absent) – with   F/A Brett Swan (SLO Port Moresby); Mrs Leanne Thomas
(AFP Office Manager - Port Moresby); Snr Sgt Henry Aimano (CSP Project Officer –PNG);
Mr William Teka (Teacher); F/A Mick Wilson (Transnational Crime Coordinator-PNG); Mr
Ricky Gure (Teacher); and ACP Joanne Clarkson.

An essay competition recently held in PNG has highlighted the importance of people,
in particular women and girls, watching out for their personal safety when using the
internet and social media. Students from Grades 7 and 8 at Port Moresby International School (POMIS) and The Ela Murray International School (TEMIS) were asked
to write a short essay or poem on the theme ‘I am woman, what does the internet
mean for me?’
The competition was part of the Cyber Safety Pasifika (CSP) program that focusses on
educating young people and the community on the responsible usage of social media
and the internet in general. This competition follows the launch of CSP by the Australian Federal Police (AFP) in Papua New Guinea in July 2013 and demonstrates AFP International’s ongoing commitment to the young people and communities of the Pacific.
There were three winners from each school, who took home great prizes including an
iPad, a Kindle and a book set. AFP CSP Project Officer Melissa Sevil said the entries
“...were amazing. I got Goosebumps from a few of them.” This was a common
comment from the judging panel.
TEMIS Principal, Juliette van Eerdewijk; “It allowed the children to write to something they understood and wanted to talk about, rather than to an audience, as in
an examination or test where they know the bar they have to reach.”
POMIS, Head of Department English and Languages Ronan Moore; ”We, as teachers, have had an opportunity to see what the kids are thinking.”
Prizes were presented by Assistant Commissioner of Police - (Reform), Joanne Clarkson who was assisted by SSGT Henry Aimano, PNG’s Cyber Safety Project Officer.
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ABOVE: First Prize winner Daniel GRAMMON, and Assistant
Commissioner of Police Joanne Clarkson. Daniel won an
i-Pad for his efforts, a poem reflecting what we should be
aware of when using the internet, especially as a woman.
BELOW: special guests and the ten finalists.
BOTTOM: TEMIS finalists, including first place winner
Charlotte Gee, and second place winner Kate Chuacoco.

teacher induction program 2015

Over the remainder of the week the TIPS learned
about the IEA’s high standards and expectations
for employees during sessions with Mr Karaho
Asimi, Corporate Services Manager, as well as
going over terms and conditions with Mr Kila
Leka, Personnel Manager.
It seems as though we have just said goodbye
to our Inductees from 2014 and yet the 2015 Inductees are already settled in at the IEA’s Centre
for Professional Development.
The 2015 Teacher Inductees, or TIPS as they are
affectionately known, arrive on Wednesday, January 28 for orientation to the IEA, the CPD and
the Teacher Induction Program. After filling out
a stack of welcome forms from Human Resources, the TIPS were welcomed to our IEA family
with remarks from Mr Joe Lalie, our Executive
Director.

In between IEA Orientation Sessions, the Inductees got to know each other and the CPD Advisors. Schools Advisor, Mr James Masa facilitated
many fun and engaging team building exercises.
The goal of these activities was more than just
to get to know each other. They provided opportunities to discuss topics such as team work,
finding balance between various responsibilities,
focusing on details, developing trust, leadership
and communication skills.
The 2015 Inductees are off to a great start and
have already began to foster a positive learning
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community among the group. The CPD is looking forward to working with these energetic
teachers throughout the year.
For more information regarding Team Building
and Class Building learning activities you can
implement in your classroom, contact Mr James
Masa via email at jmasa@iea.ac.pg.
ABOVE: TIPS with one of the activities from Team
Building exercises.
BELOW: TIPS 2015
BACK ROW (Standing L-R): Samuel Fabila, William
Wartovo, Naomi Kamya, Sharon Rhomba, Kenneth
Karagu, Melanie Geoba, Dominic Miamel, Agatha
Topai, Benny Pari
FRONT ROW (Seated L-R): Suzanne Tuam, Margaret
Dukaduka, Albert Benny, Linneth Makmangi, Kaire
Kemung, Joan Fakiwi
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tips for new teachers
School starts tomorrow.
You have been dreaming about this day since you
began your teacher training program. You spent
the holiday squirming and worrying about how
this day will go. Will the students like me? Will
they swing from the ceiling? What if the parents
figure out how nervous I am?
Take a deep breath! You studied the most current
and researched practices in education. You have
had attended so many classes and Professional
Development workshops, your head is ready to
burst with all of the ideas you have. You are prepared.
The students are the easy part. It is remembering
that you are at the beginning of your learning that
can be difficult. Being a new teacher is challenging, but very rewarding. Below are habits of effective and successful new teachers – well really, all
educators.

Be organized in all aspects of your life. Ef-

fective educators organise their time, their paperwork, their resources, their life. You have never
had so many responsibilities or so many people
counting on you. The more organised and prepared you are, the more effective you are in the
classroom. It also makes it less stressful to go with
the flow, to adjust for your students and to handle
unexpected changes.

Be observant of everyone and everything.
Are you an Inductee? Watch your Mentor closely.
Watch the students too! You can learn from both.
How are the students reacting and engaging?
What did the teacher do or say? Not an Inductee?
Ask a colleague you respect and admire if you can
sit in on a lesson. Listen, observe and ask plenty
of questions.

Take notes – plenty of them! Being a new
teacher is overwhelming. You cannot possibly
remember everything you observe. Keep a notebook. If you see, hear or think of something that

you think may be effective or useful, whether big
or small, JOT IT DOWN. Good teachers steal good
ideas. Well, borrow, that sounds more professional.

Ask questions about everything. When in

doubt, ask. Unsure of why you are teaching a unit
in a particular order, ask so you understand the
process of learning. Unclear about a task assigned
to you, ask for clarification. Distracted by a new
idea during a meeting, ask for repetition. Nervous
about asking, send a follow up email with your
questions. If you think you know, ask anyway.

Connecting with colleagues is key. Build pos-

itive relationships with leaders, teachers and support staff in your school. You never know who can
teach you something new or lend a friendly ear
after a tough day. All teachers need a support system. It is important to connect with those around
you, right down to the person cleaning your room
at the end of every long day.

Be flexible with your colleagues, your students and, most of all, yourself. Plans change.

Students have rough days. A colleague has a great
last minute idea. Sometimes a lesson just does
not work. Go with the flow. There are times to
stick to the plan and there are times to take a
deep breath and be flexible. Remember to adjust to the needs of your students always. Also,
remind yourself regularly this is all new. You are
learning and it is important to be flexible with
yourself.

Jump right in. Be a risk-taker. We know the

best learning for students happens when we
push them out of their comfort zones. The same
is true for educators. Do not sit on the sidelines
and watch what is happening. Get involved. Observing is very important, but giving it a go, even
if you feel shaky, is the best way to internalise a
new skill or concept.

Share your knowledge, understanding and
ideas. “New” does not mean “uninformed”. It

position vacancies

isn’t a one-way street. Share your thoughts and
ideas with colleagues. Tell them what you learned
in all of those courses and Professional Development Workshops. Do you know of another book
or resource to use? Did you come up with a great
idea or concept for a learning activity? Share it
with your team.

Sleep is more important than you think.
Teaching is hard. Being engaging all day is exhausting. Rest up – you’ll need the energy! You
could spend every waking hour dedicated to your
students, your classroom and your own learning
as a new teacher. Don’t! Set aside time for daily
physical activity. Relax and unwind. Turn all the
gadgets and electronics off thirty minutes before
you head to bed. Research shows you’ll have a
more restful night of sleep. Just like children need
brain breaks, you do too.

Enjoy every moment. Learning is fun! Enjoy

every moment in the classroom. You have worked
hard to get there. Celebrate it. Celebrate your
successes with friends and colleagues. Celebrate
your students’ successes with them. Enjoy your
class and all of the time and energy you put in to
making it a welcoming, fun and exciting learning
environment. Enjoy it all.

Participate in all aspects of school life. Get
involved in every way you can, both in and out of
the classroom. Join a committee. If you’re an Inductee, attend every meeting your Mentor does.
Help out with special events. Just remember, you
will need more time in your classroom than a veteran teacher may. Participate, but be careful not
to overextend yourself. (Remember that tip about
being organised?)

Reflection is essential. Think about why a les-

son or learning activity worked (or didn’t). What
was effective? What would you do differently?
What engaged the students? What moved their
learning forward? At the end of everyday spend a
few minutes jotting your reflections in that same
notebook you are keeping your observations in.

KOROBORO INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

Koroboro International School, Port Moresby, is seeking qualified and experienced staff to be part of our teaching and support staff. Koroboro is
comprised of two schools: Boroko East International School and Korobosea International School. All positions require a commitment to providing
high quality learning environments for our young students aged 3-13 years.

POSITIONS VACANT - Korobosea 			
PRIMARY TEACHER - Year 6			
CASUAL RELIEF TEACHERS - Primary
DRIVERS

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST - Boroko East
GROUNDS AND GARDEN STAFF

Both Boroko East and Korobosea International Schools are leading, non-profit, independent schools that are owned and operated by the International Education Agency
of Papua New Guinea www.iea.ac.pg. For more detailed information about our schools and facilities please see our website: www.koroboro.iea.ac.pg
Our staff are committed to setting high standards in learning and to creating attractive and stimulating learning spaces, where children feel safe and valued.
Our students and their learning are central to the purpose for every role within the school. As such our staff are passionate about contributing to the culture of learning
and care for each student.

Applications close: 20th February, 2015

Applications should be addressed respectively to Principals.

KOROBOSEA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL The Principal– Ms Leanne Nicol, PO Box 1319, Boroko NCD, Email: lnicol@koroboro.iea.ac.pg
BOROKO EAST INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL The Principal– Ms Brenda Thomson, PO Box 1319, Boroko NCD, Email: bthomson@koroboro.iea.ac.pg
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classroom clockwork - setting up routines and procedures
An effective classroom runs like a clock, all of the cogs and gears work together to make it tick smoothly.
You’ve seen it in the room down the hall. Sometimes it works like this in your own classroom.
Thirty students line up in two straight lines.
In those two straight lines they walk the hall
And patiently sit on the mat, ready to shine.
They leave the classroom standing tall
In two straight lines in rain or shine.
It’s all a bit like Madeline.
How does the teacher do it? How does she get the students to just do what needs to be done without constant
reminders? Why is no one interrupting with questions of drinks of water and whining for lunch?
It’s quite simple actually and you too can have a classroom running like clockwork in a matter of weeks. It all
boils down to two simple things: routines and procedures.
Take a minute and brainstorm. Start at the beginning of the day and jot down your timetable.
Now, unpack the routines and procedures you want your students to know for each of those times during
your day. Think about common interruptions, “Miss, I need to go to the toilet!” Note the phrases you wish you
could record so you don’t have to repeat them so often, “Push your chairs in!” And list the general everyday
occurrences like morning work and transitions. Consider areas of the school and classroom being used during each of those times. For example, during Independent Literacy work students will be using the classroom
library. What do they need to learn about how to use it?
After you’ve unpacked each time of the day, you will have a list possibly as long as you are tall. Many of the
routines and procedures will be the same. For example, lining up should be the same no matter where you are
headed and transitioning from tables to the whole group teaching areas should be consistent. So, consolidate.
Highlight the routines and procedures your students need to know on Day 1. Things like an attention signal,
arrival and dismissal routines, appropriate times to talk and using the restroom and how to transition from
tables to the mat are key.
In a different colour, highlight the routines and procedures they need to know in the first week. Procedures
like cleaning up, where their personal belongings go, sitting on the mat during whole group lessons, what to
do when a visitor comes or there is a phone call, and beginning to work with a partner generally fall into this
time frame.
Focus your energy on these two time frames first. Read through your highlighted items and simply picture how
you want these to be done in your classroom. Then teach it. Simple enough right?
This is usually where things begin to fall apart. Telling your students the routines and procedures is not enough to make them the normal bahaviour in a classroom.
For routines and procedures are just that – behaviours. As you know, behavior is taught and learned just like academic skills. The routines and procedures you
want to make the normal behaviors in your classroom are no different. To embed them you must teach them, then model frequently. You need to allow time for
students to practise the new routine or procedures – over and over again. You must praise those who are correctly practising the routines and procedures. Follow
the model used to teach positive behaviour and your students will see these routines and procedures as the classroom norm in no time!
Teach the routine. Model it for them. Give them time to practise. Praise those doing it correctly. Remember this is not a military exercise. This is an opportunity
to have some fun acting with your students.

For a short list of routines and procedures, as well as other resources, head over to

ieacpd.blogspot.com
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